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Abstract: Dynamic assessment (DA), which evaluates the learning process rather than static knowl-
edge, has been found to be effective in diagnosing developmental language disorder (DLD) in
English-speaking bilingual children. We present three studies that examine whether a French dy-
namic word learning task can distinguish caseload children with DLD from control children with
typical development (TD). Forty-eight monolingual and 69 bilingual French-speaking children, aged
four to nine, were required to learn three to six non-words and their semantic characteristics. DA
consisted of three phases: (1) a teaching phase in which non-words were taught to the child; (2) an im-
mediate test phase, with graduated prompts, in which children were required to identify and produce
the target words and their semantic features; and (3) a delayed test phase. Global results indicated
that there were no differences between monolingual and bilingual TD children on the DA whereas
there were differences on the static assessment of vocabulary knowledge: bilinguals performed less
well than monolinguals. In addition, DA differentiated control and caseload monolingual children.
Further work is needed to develop a dynamic word learning task, administered in one session, which
can even more accurately differentiate TD and DLD bilingual children.

Keywords: dynamic assessment; word learning; developmental language disorder; bilingualism; chil-
dren

1. Introduction

In Switzerland, as in other countries, the number of bilingual children has increased
in recent years. The latest report on language practices in Switzerland (Office fédéral
de la statistique 2021) indicates that, “68% of the population regularly use more than
one language”, a percentage which has risen since 2014. Consequently, speech-language
therapists (SLTs) see more and more bilingual children and are frequently required to
evaluate their speech, although they do not speak the children’s other languages. They
are also faced with a lack of tools to appropriately assess the children’s language because
standardized tasks contain many biases, which do not make them appropriate for use with
bilingual children (De Lamo White and Jin 2011; Paradis et al. 2021). Dynamic assessment
(DA) is one of the approaches that has been developed to address these shortcomings and it
has already proven its worth in the assessment of English-speaking bilingual children (see
Orellana et al. 2019 for a meta-analysis). However, there are no such DA tools in French.
The goal of this research is to develop a French DA of word learning that can distinguish
typically developing (TD) children from children with developmental language disorder
(DLD), particularly bilinguals.

Bilingual children are often defined as children who “receive regular input in two
or more languages during the most dynamic period of communication development”
(Kohnert 2010, p. 457). In this study, we use the term bilingual to refer to children who
speak two or more languages. More specifically, the bilingual children in this study include
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simultaneous bilinguals, who began acquiring both languages in infancy (before 3 years
of age), and consecutive (or sequential) bilinguals, who receive exposure to their second
language after infancy, often at school entry (after 3 years of age) (Kohnert 2010).

1.1. Developmental Language Disorder and the Assessment of Bilingual Children’s Language

Children with DLD experience difficulties in understanding and producing language
that impact their everyday life and social relations (Bishop et al. 2017). Bilingual children
with DLD have difficulties in both of their languages (Kohnert 2010; Marini et al. 2019).
According to Bishop et al.’s (2017) position statement, the prevalence of language problems
in children is between 3 and 7%.

There are many challenges associated with assessing the language of bilingual chil-
dren, some of which have been highlighted in recent surveys examining the practices of
SLTs when working with bilinguals (Arias and Friberg 2017; Caesar and Kohler 2007). An
improvement in the methods used to assess bilinguals has been found between surveys
conducted in 2007 and 2017 with for example a greater focus on testing the child’s native
language, although only 60% of SLTs indicate that they “often” perform complete assess-
ments in both the child’s languages, despite the fact this has been shown to be essential
(Nayeb et al. 2021). These findings, nonetheless, refer to English-speaking SLTs and we have
little available data on the practices of French-speaking SLTs when assessing bilinguals (see,
however, Stanford et al. Forthcoming).

Standardized tasks continue to be much employed by SLTs to diagnose language
disorders (Arias and Friberg 2017). However, these tasks are not suitable for bilingual
populations because they have multiple biases (De Lamo White and Jin 2011), including
content bias (when the content of a task is more difficult for one group than for the other
because of different opportunities and life experiences associated with cultural diversity),
linguistic bias (when criteria of the assessment do not make allowances for linguistic or
dialectal variation between languages), and normative bias (when tasks are not normed
on the same type of population, that is, mostly normed on monolingual children). To
remove these biases, De Lamo White and Jin (2011) propose content and format changes
to standardized tasks (e.g., the rephrasing of instructions or the use of more familiar
materials) or re-standardization of tasks with larger sample populations including minority
groups (such as bilinguals). Nevertheless, these solutions take time and can be difficult
to implement. The accumulation of these problems has led to an over-identification of
bilingual children as having DLD or to an under-identification, which may have the adverse
effect of proposing rehabilitation to a child who does not need it or leading to delayed
intervention (Grimm and Schulz 2014). Recognition of these problems has led to the
development of a set of tools for Language Impairment Testing in Multilingual Settings
(LITMUS), an initiative that stems from the Cost Action project IS0804 (Armon-Lotem
et al. 2015). While acknowledging the importance of the LITMUS tools, which include
processing measures such as nonword and sentence repetition and assessment instruments
for narratives, we consider another type of assessment, namely DA. It has been proposed
as a complementary or alternative approach for reducing the cultural and linguistic biases
when assessing bilinguals (De Lamo White and Jin 2011; Paradis et al. 2021; Peña et al.
2001).

1.2. Dynamic Assessment

DA measures the child’s learning potential by evaluating how much s/he learns rather
than what s/he knows (Kapantzoglou et al. 2012). It is based on Vygotsky’s sociocultural
theory (Vygotsky 1978), a central concept of this theory being the “zone of proximal
development”, which is the distance between the child’s “actual developmental level as
determined by independent problem-solving and the level of potential development as
determined through problem-solving under adult guidance or in collaboration with more
capable peers” (Vygotsky 1978, p. 86). DA is particularly relevant for bilingual children
because it is not based on previous language experiences but rather on the children’s
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current learning abilities. During DA, the examiner teaches the child how to do a task;
support is provided to help the child to learn. DA has two main formats or approaches:
test-teach-retest and graduated prompting. The test-teach-retest format consists of a pre-
test, in which the child’s existing level of knowledge is evaluated, a teaching phase, in
which the examiner explains to the child how to succeed at the task and teaches him/her
strategies to improve his/her performance, and a post-test, in which gains, maintenance,
and transfer as a result of the learning are evaluated. Graduated prompting is a more
structured approach in which prompts (such as phonological or semantic cues) are given
during the assessment to help the child succeed at the task (Campione and Brown 1987).
Prompts are provided in hierarchical order, so levels of support increase progressively. To
complete this assessment, modifiability scales can be rated by the examiner. The two most
common are the Learning Strategies Checklist (LSC, Lidz 1991; Peña 1993), which assesses
the child’s responsiveness (i.e., attention, planning, self-regulation, and motivation) and
transfer of knowledge or skills, and the Modifiability Scale (MS, Lidz 1987, 1991), which
indicates the effort the examiner made and the support the child needed during the DA.DA
has been shown to differentiate bilingual children with no real language difficulties from
those with language disorders (see Orellana et al. 2019 for a meta-analysis). Such diagnostic
accuracy of DA has been found for narratives skills (Petersen et al. 2017), labeling skills
(Peña et al. 2001), and receptive vocabulary (Camilleri and Law 2007). Other research has
also suggested that DA is useful in predicting language development and in informing
intervention (Hasson and Joffe 2007). Despite these promising findings, DA is not often
used in the clinical setting: in a recent survey, 76% of SLTs indicated that they were not
familiar with DA and 90% that they did not use it in their assessment practice (Delage et al.
2021).

Thus, there is a need to develop new DA approaches that can be easily used in clinical
practice. This study focuses on DA of lexical skills because assessing the lexical domain in
bilingual children is particularly relevant for DLD diagnosis (Marini et al. 2019).

1.3. Vocabulary Development in Bilingual Children

It is well known that vocabulary knowledge is essential for everyday comprehension,
academic achievement, and literacy acquisition (Morgan et al. 2015; Ouellette 2006). Count-
less studies indicate that bilinguals perform less well than monolinguals on vocabulary
tasks, be they receptive or expressive (Hoff et al. 2014; Oller et al. 2007). For example, in an
aggregate analysis (combining data from different studies) of performance on the Peabody
Picture Vocabulary Test (PPVT-III; Dunn and Dunn 1997), which included 1738 children
aged 3 to 10, Bialystok et al. (2010) reported that monolingual children had significantly
higher scores than bilingual children at each age. More precisely, the distributions of the
scores for both groups were in the normal range, but the overall mean of the monolinguals
was higher than the mean of bilinguals. Even when the authors separated the bilinguals
into those who spoke an East Asian language and those who did not, they still found that
the two subgroups of bilinguals performed less well than monolinguals. Moreover, when
word types were compared, monolinguals exhibited better performance than bilinguals
on words frequently used in the home context but not on those used in school. Bialystok
and colleagues concluded that vocabulary differences were principally due to bilingualism,
that is, to lack of exposure to the language of the environment, and to the influence of
context (e.g., home vs. school). Studies not only show that bilinguals as a group perform
less well than monolinguals, they also show that consecutive bilinguals perform less well
than simultaneous bilinguals. For example, Hammer et al. (2008) found that bilingual
children who begin to learn English at the entry of Head Start1 (i.e., consecutive bilinguals)
had lower performance on English receptive vocabulary tasks, for at least the first two
years, than bilingual children who were exposed to English since birth (i.e., simultaneous
bilingual).

There are at least three reasons for the poor performance of bilinguals on vocabulary
tasks: 1. Distributed nature of bilingual knowledge; 2. Reduced language exposure; and 3.
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Socio-Economic Status (SES) effects, which may influence bilinguals in particular because
they often belong to minority groups. First, bilingual children divide their time between
two language environments, which leads to distributed vocabulary knowledge across their
languages. For some concepts, children know the words in their two languages, that is,
they possess “translation equivalents” or “doublets”. For other concepts, however, children
know the words only in one language, due to context-specific learning, that is, they possess
only “singlets”. As noted above, the bilingual children of Bialystok et al.’s (2010) study
had acquired a rich English vocabulary in the context of school but not in the context of
home. Thus, low scores in vocabulary assessment, if assessed in only one language, do not
indicate that bilingual children are poor learners, but that their vocabulary is distributed
across their languages (Oller et al. 2007). Second, language exposure or language input
has a significant influence on rate of vocabulary learning (Gathercole et al. 2016; Hammer
et al. 2008; Thordardottir 2011). Thordardottir (2011), for example, documented a strong
relationship between amount of exposure and receptive and expressive vocabulary levels
with the strongest effects for expressive vocabulary. This author noted that bilingual
children must have at least 60% exposure to the test language in order to perform as well
as monolinguals for expressive vocabulary. Third, it is important to note that SES also
plays a role in vocabulary development. Children from low SES have smaller receptive
vocabularies than children from high or mid SES (Gathercole et al. 2016). This effect is
well documented in monolingual populations and is likely to play a role in bilingual
populations given the large proportion of bilinguals who are migrants or who belong to
minority groups.

Because vocabulary is distributed across languages and is influenced by language
exposure and SES, it is particularly difficult to assess the lexical knowledge of bilinguals by
common vocabulary tasks. Some researchers have investigated other ways to test lexical
knowledge in bilinguals, in particular by examining their abilities to learn new words.

1.4. Word Learning

Word learning is a much-studied area of language development (see for example
meta-analyses of Flack et al. 2018; Kan and Windsor 2010). Different theories have been
developed to explain the complex and challenging process of learning a word. Carey
and Bartlett (1978) first introduced the term “fast mapping” to describe young children’s
ability to hear a word and create, with very few exposures, an initial representation of its
phonological and semantic information. In this initial process, children form preliminary
links between words and referents. This is followed by the process of “slow mapping”
during which, with repeated exposures, children develop more robust phonological and
semantic representations of new words and thereby strengthen the links between these
representations. According to He and Arunachalam (2017), learning a word occurs in
situations with rich cues like observational, social, or linguistic contexts. A learner has to
develop strategies and capacities such as to rely on cognitive biases, language parsing, and
social-pragmatic abilities to create the correct representation of a new word. Despite the
fact that word learning is a challenging task, children with TD are able to understand and
produce new words at an early age.

Children with DLD, however, typically have difficulties learning new words (see
Gray 2004 and meta-analysis by Kan and Windsor 2010). It has been suggested that this
poor word learning performance may be related to difficulties in creating and storing
phonological and semantic representations of new words and/or building links between
them (Alt and Plante 2006). Children with DLD require more exposure than TD children
to reach the same level of learning (Gray 2004). Moreover, learning the word’s form
(phonological representation) appears to be more difficult than learning the word’s meaning
(semantic representation), especially for children with DLD (Gray 2004).

Only a few studies have evaluated in a dynamic manner the word learning capacities
of bilingual children (e.g., Hasson et al. 2013; Kapantzoglou et al. 2012). One of them is
Hasson et al. (2013) who developed the DAPPLE (Dynamic Assessment of Preschoolers’
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Proficiency in Learning English), a dynamic screening of language skills, which contains
a subtest devoted to word learning. The task follows a test-teach-retest design, based on
a procedure previously developed by Camilleri and Law (2007). The pre-test consists of
administration of a receptive vocabulary task in which six unfamiliar words are selected
to be targeted. The teaching phase takes the form of a posting game in which the child
has to post the correct cards (picture of the unknown target item alongside two known
distractors) into a post box. Prompting is given if the child is unable to select the correct
item. After teaching three items, a post-test evaluates expressive skills: the child has
to name the pictures s/he has posted. This test is repeated for a second evaluation of
expressive retention (i.e., delayed post-test). Results indicated that bilingual caseload
children (i.e., bilinguals receiving speech-language therapy), aged 3–5 years, required more
assistance than those in the control group to identify the target item in the teaching phase.
No significant differences were found between the two groups in the first expressive task
but, in the second expressive task (i.e., the delayed post-test), the caseload group performed
less well than the control group.

Another study of dynamic word learning is Kapantzoglou et al.’s (2012), which as-
sessed Spanish-English bilingual children, with TD and DLD, aged 4–5 years, in a test-
teach-retest format. Children had to learn three novel words. Words were presented 9, 18,
or 27 times. Children with DLD obtained significantly poorer results than children with TD
for word identification after having received nine exposures. They did not differ from TD
children for word identification after repeated exposures (i.e., 18 or 27 times) nor did they
differ for word production. Despite these relatively modest results, Kapantzoglou et al.
(2012) argue that their DA task holds potential for accurately differentiating children with
TD from children with DLD.

Apart from studies conducted within the DA framework, some authors have compared
monolingual and bilingual children’s word learning in order to determine whether bilingual
children display different processes than those of monolinguals. Alt et al. (2013), for
example, found that school-aged bilingual children had nearly identical performance
to monolingual peers: the bilingual children showed equivalent performance on word
identification but were less accurate in word production. In a more recent study, Alt et al.
(2019) proposed various word learning situations to monolingual and bilingual children.
The bilinguals differed from the monolinguals only in some conditions. For example, the
bilingual children were less able to detect mispronunciations of novel words, which may
relate to their greater exposure to non-native speech and variable input forms.

To sum up, the assessment of word learning skills using DA seems to be a more
promising method for the identification of DLD in bilingual children than the assessment
of vocabulary knowledge using vocabulary tasks. The use of DA, which is not sensitive
to the child’s language experience and cultural background (Gutiérrez-Clellen and Peña
2001), should minimize biases and, thus, enhance the identification of children with DLD.
Nonetheless, no study has investigated the diagnostic potential of a dynamic word learning
task for French-speaking children.

1.5. The Current Study

In a series of three studies, we aim to develop a DA of word learning and to examine
its feasibility and validity in French-speaking monolingual and bilingual children. Our
main question is: Can DA of word learning distinguish TD monolingual and bilingual
children from those with DLD?

The first study compared TD monolingual and bilingual children on both static and
dynamic measures to determine whether DA was more appropriate than static tasks. The
second study compared the DA results of bilingual children who were receiving speech-
language therapy (caseload group) with those who were not (control group). The last
study combined features of the first two by comparing performance of monolingual and
bilingual—control and caseload—children on static and dynamic measures. These studies
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were approved by the University Commission for Ethical Research in Geneva and all
parents gave their informed and written consent for the participation of their children.

2. Study 1

The first study investigated whether a dynamic word learning task better assesses the
lexical skills of TD bilingual children than a static standardized vocabulary task. We predict
that bilingual children will perform less well than monolingual children on the static task,
but that they will perform similarly to monolinguals on the DA.

2.1. Method
2.1.1. Participants

Thirty TD children (23 girls, 7 boys) participated in the study (see Table 1 for a de-
scription). They were divided into three groups depending on their language background:
10 monolingual (ML) French-speaking children, 9 simultaneous bilingual (SBL) children,
and 11 consecutive bilingual (CBL) children. All children were between the ages of 4;1 and
6;8 years, with a mean of 5;8 (SD = 8 months). The mean age did not differ across groups
(H (2,30) = 3.99, p = 0.14). In all studies, bilingual status was determined based on a parent
questionnaire in which the parents indicated whether their child spoke another language at
least 30% of the time in addition to French. They were required to indicate which language
the child spoke at home, and at which age the child had acquired French. In this study, the
other languages spoken by the children were Portuguese (n = 5), Spanish (3), Italian (3),
Arabic (2), English (1), Albanian (1), Japanese (1), Czech (1), Russian (1), Polish (1), and
Uzbek (1). We excluded children with hearing or visual impairments, neurological disor-
ders, DLD or other disorders (e.g., autism spectrum disorder, attention deficit hyperactivity
disorder, intellectual disability).

Table 1. Participant information—Study 1.

Groups Monolinguals (ML) Simultaneous
Bilinguals (SBL)

Consecutive
Bilinguals (CBL)

N 10 9 11

Age range
(years; months) 4;1–6;5 5;3–6;5 4;10–6;8

Mean age 5;3 5;10 5;10
SD (months) 9.3 5.3 7.3

Gender 8 G, 2 B 7 G, 2 B 8 G, 3 B

Raven–Mean
standard scores (SD) 0.62 (1.14) 0.08 (0.997) −0.11 (1.08)

G = Girl; B = Boy.

2.1.2. General Procedure

Children were recruited from public schools in Geneva and were tested individually
in a single session of 45 minutes in their school. The following tasks were proposed in this
order: (a) static receptive and expressive vocabulary tasks using the standardized N-EEL
subtests (“Nouvelles Epreuves pour l’Evaluation du Langage”, a French language assessment
battery, Chevrier-Muller and Plaza 2001); (b) a teaching phase of DA; (c) an immediate
post-test of DA; (d) Raven’s matrices (Raven 1998); and (e) a delayed post-test of DA. A
master’s student in speech-language therapy at the University of Geneva administered the
different tasks.

2.1.3. Tasks

• Standardized vocabulary tasks

The static tasks included receptive and expressive vocabulary subtests of the N-EEL
(Chevrier-Muller and Plaza 2001). In the expressive task, the child had to name 36 colored
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pictures. Two points were awarded for a correct answer, resulting in a maximum production
score of 72 points. In the receptive task, the child was presented with a set of eight pictures
and had to point to the picture named by the examiner. One point was awarded if the
child pointed to the correct picture, resulting in a maximum receptive score of 36. Standard
scores were calculated in order to compare the results between groups.

• Dynamic assessment

Our DA task was based on Kapantzoglou et al. (2012) and Hasson et al.’s (2013)
procedures and combined a test-teach-retest as well as a graduated prompting format.
The experimenter presented a puppet who came from another planet. This puppet had a
suitcase with objects that it wanted to show to the child. The objects consisted of five real
objects (plastic banana, plush cat, plastic sheep, pencil, and ball) and three novel objects
that were associated with three non-words (see Appendix A for more details). The non-
words—/nefa/, /gopi/ and /tibak/—contained simple and common syllable structure
(i.e., CV or CVC, see Maddieson et al. 2014), early acquired consonants (MacLeod et al.
2011), and low neighborhood density (i.e., few real words differed from the non-word by
the addition, omission, or modification of a phoneme), as determined by the French lexical
database “Lexique” (New et al. 2004).

Six objects (three real and three novel) were presented to the child. Because we
used (novel) non-words and novel objects, we could not perform a pre-test. We started
directly with the teaching phase. The experimenter named each novel object and provided
information on its perceptual and functional properties. As an example, the experimenter
said: “Look, it’s a /tibak/. I like the /tibak/ because I use it to talk to my friends on other planets.
Here, look at the /tibak/.” During teaching, the names of each novel object were presented nine
times and the child had to repeat the name once. During post-tests, the experimenter asked
the child to name each target object, which provided a score of novel word production.
If the child could not name the target word or made an error, prompts were given (see
below). After each target word was named, the puppet asked the child to help him tidy up
his things. Each object was named by the experimenter and the child was asked to give
the object to the puppet, thus providing a score of novel word comprehension. If the child
was unable to identify the target object, prompts were also given. A delayed post-test took
place after administration of the Raven’s matrices, that is, after a delay of about 10 min.

• Prompts and scoring

Prompts in the production tests were phonological cues. Scores ranged from 0 to 3 for
each target. If the child could say the word without cues, s/he would receive 3 points; if
s/he could say the word with the first prompt (i.e., the initial sound), s/he would receive
2 points; if s/he could say the word with the second prompt (i.e., the initial syllable), s/he
would receive 1 point, and if the child could not provide the target word, s/he would
receive no points. For the comprehension tests, prompts were based on the contextual cues
of the DAPPLE, which involved the child using a process of elimination to determine the
correct item (Hasson et al. 2013). Scores ranged from 0 to 4 for each target. If the child could
point to the object without cues, s/he would receive 4 points; if s/he pointed to a non-target
object, the object was named and removed from view, and one point was deducted. This
was repeated until the correct object was identified or until only the target object remained,
the score being then 0 points.

• Raven’s matrices

Raven’s matrices are a non-verbal reasoning task consisting of 36 sheets of matrices of
different patterns and colors. The participant must correctly select the missing part. We
included this measure to ensure that there were no differences in non-verbal reasoning
between the three groups. Indeed, the Kruskal–Wallis test, conducted on the standard
scores, indicated that there were no between-group differences (H (2,30) = 2.48, p = 0.29).
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2.1.4. Data Analysis

Analyses were performed using R statistical software (R Core Team 2020). The inde-
pendent variable was Group (ML, SBL, or CBL) and the dependent variables were scores
on the static tasks (expression and reception) and DA (prompt scores in production and
in comprehension on immediate and delayed post-tests). Due to the small number of
participants in this study, non-parametric (Kruskal–Wallis) tests were used to compare
results of the three groups. In the case of significant differences, pairwise Wilcoxon rank
sum tests with Bonferonni correction for adjusting p values were conducted to compare
groups.

2.2. Results

Table 2 presents the results on static and dynamic tasks for the three groups.

Table 2. Means (SD) of static and dynamic scores for the three groups—Study 1.

Groups ML SBL CBL

N 10 9 11

Static vocabulary tasks
(standard scores)

Expression 0.68 (0.85) −0.70 (1.11) −1.87 (1.25)
Reception 0.31 (0.67) −2.06 (1.09) −3.29 (3.18)

DA:
Prompt
scores

Production
(/9)

Immediate 1.20 (1.40) 1.56 (1.51) 0.91 (1.92)
Delayed 1.20 (2.10) 0.75 (1.16) 1.50 (2.92)

Comprehension
(/12)

Immediate 11.70 (0.48) 11.56 (0.73) 11.27 (1.19)
Delayed 11.50 (0.67) 11.63 (0.74) 11.20 (0.92)

ML = Monolingual; SBL = Simultaneous Bilingual; CBL = Consecutive Bilingual.

2.2.1. Static Tasks

For the static tasks of vocabulary knowledge (N-EEL subtests), Kruskal–Wallis tests
indicated significant differences between groups for the expressive (H (2,29) = 15.90,
p < 0.001) and receptive tasks (H (2,30) = 18.58, p < 0.001). Pairwise comparison tests
revealed that the two bilingual groups had lower standard scores than the ML group: for
expression: U = 76, p = 0.038 between ML and SBL; U = 97.5, p = 0.001 between ML and
CBL; for reception: U = 9, p = 0.001 between ML and SBL; U = 10, p < 0.001 between ML
and CBL. There were no differences between the two bilingual groups.

2.2.2. Dynamic Assessment

To remind the reader, the DA yielded scores for the number of prompts needed in
the immediate and delayed post-tests of the production and comprehension post-tests.
In the production post-tests, no significant differences were found across groups, neither
for the immediate (H (2,30) = 2.19, p = 0.34), nor for the delayed post-test (H (2,28) = 0.05,
p = 0.97). In other words, all children, monolingual and bilingual alike, needed the same
number of prompts to produce the novel words in the two phases. Nevertheless, mean
scores (see Table 2) show that few children were able to produce the target nonwords in the
two post-tests, namely, scores were very low (floor effect). In the comprehension subtest,
however, results revealed a ceiling effect, since all children succeeded without prompts or
with very few prompts. Thus, we did not analyze the data further in this condition.

2.3. Discussion

This first study compared the performance of monolingual and bilingual children on
static and dynamic tasks. We found that monolingual children obtained better results than
bilingual children on the receptive and expressive subtests of a standardized vocabulary
task. Thus, as previously shown (e.g., Camilleri and Law 2007; Hoff et al. 2014), static vo-
cabulary tasks seem to penalize bilingual children who lack exposure to the language being
assessed. In contrast, we did not find any differences between groups on the production
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scores of the DA task; this suggests that a dynamic word learning task indeed evaluates the
learning process, without penalizing bilinguals (Camilleri and Law 2007; Peña et al. 2001).

Nonetheless, in the comprehension subtest, we observed a clear ceiling effect. All chil-
dren succeeded in identifying the target objects. Furthermore, in the production post-tests,
the scores were low, indicating that all children had difficulty learning the phonological
form of the non-words. Thus, it seems that, for children aged four to six, a phonological
representation associated with a novel object (referent) begins to be constructed after a few
exposures to the word. This representation is available to the child to enable him/her to
identify the correct object when the new word is named (i.e., retrieving the referent from
the phonological form) but it remains too fragile for the child to access it when s/he has
to retrieve the phonological form from the referent (i.e., the new object). This floor effect
needs to be removed in order to effectively distinguish between TD and DLD. Reasons
for the difficulty in retrieving the phonological form of the word can be of different kinds:
low exposure to the word, low repetition/production by the child, and/or the teaching
method (i.e., the context and manner in which non-words are taught to children). In the
next study, we attempt to modify these elements to improve children’s performance in
word production. Moreover, if the phonological representation remains fragile after a few
exposures to the new word, we investigate if the semantic features of the word can be more
easily recalled by the child. We, therefore, add a test of semantic feature recall. According
to Gray et al. (2020), both phonological and semantic components are involved in the initial
stages of word learning.

3. Study 2

The second study evaluated the validity of the dynamic task with TD and DLD
bilingual children. The main question was: Does a DA of word learning discriminate TD
and DLD bilingual children? We hypothesized that TD bilingual children (control group)
would have had better performance on our DA than bilingual children with DLD (caseload
group).

3.1. Method
3.1.1. Participants

Thirty consecutive bilingual children (i.e., exposed to French after three years of age)
participated in the study. They formed two groups: a “caseload” and a “control” group.
We use the terms caseload and control instead of DLD and TD because of the risks of
misdiagnosis in bilingual individuals (Tuller et al. 2013). According to parent and SLT
reports, “caseload” participants were children who were receiving intervention for DLD.
Three children in the control group and two in the caseload group were excluded because
there was missing information on the parental questionnaire (n = 3) or because they did not
complete all the tasks (n = 2). Thus, data from twenty-five children (11 girls, 24 boys) were
analyzed: 15 children in the control group (CBL-CTRL) and 10 in the caseload (CBL-CSL)
group (see Table 3 for a description). All children were between the ages of 4;7 and 8;4
years, with a mean age of 6;4 (SD = 10 months). The mean age did not differ across groups
(U = 55.5, p = 0.29). The languages spoken by the participants, in addition to French, were
English (n = 6), Arabic (5), Italian (2), Turkish (2), German (2), Kurdish (2), Portuguese (2),
Korean (1), Russian (1), Spanish (1), and Tamil (1). There were no significant differences
between duration of exposure to French between the CBL-CTRL and CBL-CSL groups
(U = 80.5, p = 0.78). As in Study 1, we excluded children with hearing or visual impairment,
neurological disorders, or other neuro-developmental disorders.

3.1.2. General Procedure

Children in the control group were recruited in public schools in Geneva and in the
canton of Valais. Children in the caseload group were recruited by contacting SLTs. They
were tested individually in a single session (of 30 to 45 min duration) either at school or in
the speech-language therapy clinic. The following tasks were administered: (a) a teaching
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phase of DA, which included a repetition task of the non-words and a memory game; (b) an
immediate post-test of DA; (c) Raven’s matrices (Raven 1998); and (d) a delayed post-test
of DA. For the same reasons as in study 1, there was no pre-test. Two master’s students in
speech-language therapy at the University of Geneva administered the different tasks.

Table 3. Participant information—Study 2.

Groups Control Group
(CBL-CTRL)

Caseload Group
(CBL-CSL)

N 15 10

Age range (years; months) 4;11–6;10 4;7–8;4

Mean age 6;2 6;6
SD (months) 5.6 14.4

Gender 8 G, 7 B 3 G, 7 B

Duration of exposure (months) 40.4 (10.54) 40.3 (19.44)

Raven–Mean
standard scores (SD) −0.79 (1.14) −0.43 (1.16)

G = Girl; B = Boy.

3.1.3. Tasks

• Dynamic assessment

The assessment was based on the same procedure as in Study 1 with some modifi-
cations. The experimenter still presented a puppet to the child. The puppet introduced
eight objects to the child (two real objects, pen and deer, and six novel objects) by naming
them and describing their functions, as in this example: “This is a /klipu/. Do you know what
it is? Are there any on your planet too? [answer] I like /klipus/ because they allow us to see at
night”. Six non-words were associated with the six unfamiliar objects (see Appendix A).
The non-words were /blodavo/; /zilobεf/; /pitapu/; /gopim/; /klipu/ and /nefa/. Two
versions of novel objects and non-word correspondences were created to control for name
or object preferences. As in study 1, the non-words contained simple and common syllable
structure (CV or CVC), early acquired consonants, and low neighborhood density. To
increase the likelihood that the child would establish a phonological representation of the
word, increased exposure to the target words was provided by including a repetition task
and a memory game. Children had to repeat the object’s name after the model on two
separate occasions, thus, providing a repetition score. During the learning phase, children
played a memory game in which they had to search for pairs of the target non-words
(depicted on colored cards). Each time, the child turned over a card, s/he had to name
the object, thus, ensuring multiple productions of the non-words. During testing phases,
the puppet asked the child to name three objects that they wanted to play with, as well
as their functions. In contrast to Study 1, children could choose three target words out of
the six learned. We reasoned that children may have more success in word production if
they chose the objects they liked, thus, reducing the chances of floor effects as observed in
Study 1. Prompts were provided if the child could not produce the target word (see below).
Apart from naming the target word, which yielded a phonological production score, we
also tested recall of semantic features, which yielded a semantic production score. Finally,
the puppet announced its departure and asked the child to help it put away the objects:
each target object was named, and the child had to give the puppet the named object, thus
providing a comprehension score. A delayed post-test took place after administration of
the Raven’s, that is, after a delay of about 10 minutes.

• Prompts and scoring

For the phonological production score, we used graduated prompting to help the
child produce the target word: the first prompt was the initial sound, the second prompt
was the initial syllable, and the third prompt was the first and second syllable in the case
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of a trisyllabic non-word. Each non-word was allocated 4 points: if the non-word was
correctly produced, the score was 4. Depending on the type of error (distortions, additions,
and deletions of phonemes or syllables, confusions, perseverations, or non-responses), the
non-word could receive partial points: 1, 2, or 3 points. If the child needed prompting,
the score was 2 or 3 depending on the number of phonemes or syllables produced. The
maximum phonological production score was 12. For the semantic production score, we
coded children on the recall of key semantic features (see Appendix A). If the child recalled
semantic features correctly, s/he received 2 points. If s/he used a gesture or provided a
semantic characteristic related to the function but not the exact function, s/he obtained 1
point. The maximum semantic production score was 6. For the comprehension score, if
the child identified the correct target object, s/he obtained 1 point. If not, s/he obtained
0 points. The maximal score for comprehension was 6 points since all nonwords were
included in the comprehension task. For the repetition score, each correct repetition was
allocated 1 point, i.e., 2 points per non-word for a total of 12 points.

• Raven’s matrices

This task was already presented in Study 1. The Mann–Whitney test indicated that
there was no difference in non-verbal ability on the standard scores of the Raven’s matrices
between the two groups (U = 60.5, p = 0.44).

3.1.4. Data Analysis

Analyses were performed using R statistical software (R Core Team 2020). The inde-
pendent variable was Group (CBL-CTRL or CBL-CSL), and the dependent variables were
scores on nonword repetition, phonological production, semantic production, and compre-
hension on immediate and delayed post-tests. Due to the small number of participants in
this study, a non-parametric (Mann–Whitney) test with Bonferonni correction for adjusting
p values was employed to compare inter-group performance.

3.2. Results

Table 4 presents scores on all measures for the two groups and the results of the Mann–
Whitney tests. For the repetition score, the Mann–Whitney test indicated a significant
difference between groups: the CBL-CSL group performed less well than the CBL-CTRL
group when they had to repeat the non-words. For dynamic scores, there were no signifi-
cant differences across phonological production, semantic production, and comprehension,
although, at a qualitative level, the results went in the right direction, at least for phono-
logical and semantic subtests, with superior scores for the control versus caseload group.
Marginal effects were found for the phonological score in the delayed post-test and for the
semantic score in the immediate post-test.

Table 4. Means (SD) of all dynamic scores for the two groups—Study 2.

Groups CBL-CTRL CBL-CSL Mann–Whitney
Tests

N 15 10

Repetition (/12) 10.60 (1.64) 7.00 (2.91) U = 129.5, p = 0.002 *

Phonological
production (/12)

Immediate 3.87 (3.68) 2.80 (2.66) U = 85, p = 0.59
Delayed 3.47 (3.36) 1.30 (1.49) U = 107, p = 0.07 (*)

Semantic
production (/6)

Immediate 4.73 (1.75) 3.40 (2.00) U = 107.5, p = 0.07 (*)
Delayed 4.53 (1.51) 3.60 (2.07) U= 95, p = 0.27

Comprehension
(/6)

Immediate 4.60 (0.99) 4.10 (1.37) U = 88.5, p = 0.45
Delayed 4.47 (0.99) 4.40 (1.26) U= 77, p = 0.93

* CBL-CTRL = Consecutive Bilinguals Control; CBL-CSL = Consecutive Bilinguals Caseload; * indicate a significant
difference; (*) indicate a marginal difference.
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3.3. Discussion

This second study evaluated the validity of a dynamic word learning task with
caseload and control bilingual children. We hypothesized that the control group would
have better scores on DA than the caseload group. Our hypotheses were not supported: no
significant differences were found between groups on all components of the DA. Hence,
this task did not appear to strongly distinguish between control and caseload consecutive
bilingual children. Nonetheless, the control group obtained better scores than the caseload
group on all tasks, with two marginal effects for the production scores. As in Study 1,
we observed a floor effect for phonological production: all children experienced difficulty
recalling the name of a recently learned object. They experienced less difficulty recalling the
semantic features of a novel object; however, this subtest did not significantly discriminate
the two groups. Moreover, our findings on the repetition component of the task confirm
the results of numerous studies that non-word repetition is a sensitive diagnostic measure
of DLD (see Schwob et al. 2021 for a meta-analysis).

As for limitations, the small number of participants, particularly in the caseload group,
may have reduced statistical power, thus, preventing significant differences to emerge. In
addition, there were some methodological factors which may have compromised results.
Although we had hypothesized that letting children have the choice of recalling three
words in the production task may improve recall, it did not do so. Moreover, the learning
procedure took place during a memory game, which may explain the floor effects in
phonological production: since this game involves memorization abilities, it draws on
cognitive resources that may have been directed at the memory task and not at the learning
of new words. This learning method also does not allow for good control of the number of
exposures to the non-words since this will vary between children depending upon their
success in the game. Due to all of these limitations, we conducted a third study enlarging
the number of participants and adjusting the procedure (e.g., controlling for the number of
repetitions, etc.) to once again examine the efficacy of a word learning DA to differentiate
TD and DLD children. In this study, we included both monolingual and bilingual children.

4. Study 3

The third study examined the validity of a modified version of our DA task with
monolingual and bilingual TD and DLD children. The main question was: Does a dynamic
word learning task distinguish a group of TD monolingual and bilingual children from a
group of peers with DLD? Once again, we assumed that DLD children would have poorer
results on DA than TD children.

4.1. Method
4.1.1. Participants

Seventy-seven children were originally tested. Because of missing data (n = 13, i.e., incom-
plete data and questionnaire information, recording problems) and unforeseen circumstances
that did not permit us to recruit sufficient numbers of bilingual CSL children to form a fourth
group (n = 2), the data of sixty-two children (28 girls, 34 boys) were used for further analyses
(see Table 5 for a description). Twenty-three children were in the monolingual TD control
group (ML-CTRL), 24 in the bilingual TD control group (BL-CTRL)—with 12 simultaneous
(SBL-CTRL) and 12 consecutives (CBL-CTRL)—and 15 in the monolingual caseload group
(ML-CSL). All children were between the ages of 4;5 and 9;3 years, with a mean age of 6;10
(SD = 17 month). The mean age did not differ across groups (H (2,62) = 0.65, p = 0.72). The
languages spoken by the bilingual participants, in addition to French, were English (n = 4),
Italian (3), Spanish (3), Turkish (3), Portuguese (3), Albanian (1), Tagalog (1), Hungarian
(1), German (1), Malayalam (1), Tamazight (1), Dutch (1), Persian (1), and Arabic (1). As in
previous studies, we excluded children with additional diagnoses.
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Table 5. Participant information—Study 3.

Groups Monolingual
Control (ML-CTRL)

Bilingual Control
(BL-CTRL)

Monolingual
Caseload
(ML-CSL)

N 23 24 15

Age range
(years; months) 4;5–9;2 4;10–8;9 5;0–9;3

Mean age 6;9 6;10 7;1
SD (months) 16.9 17.7 17.1

Gender 8 G, 15 B 14 G, 10 B 6 G, 9 B

Raven–Mean
standard scores (SD) −0.05 (0.69) 0.02 (0.69) −0.85 (0.84)

G = Girl; B = Boy.

4.1.2. General Procedure

Children were recruited from schools in Geneva, and in neighboring France. The
study was conducted between April 2020 and June 2021 during which there was COVID-19
lockdown in Geneva and France. Thus, some sessions (n = 6) also took place on video call
with the Zoom software (Zoom n.d.). However, for the majority of sessions, children were
tested individually in a single session (of 30 to 50 min duration) at their schools or in their
homes. The following tasks were proposed in this order: (a) Raven’s matrices (Raven 1998);
(b) a teaching phase of DA of word learning; (c) an immediate post-test of DA; (d) static
expressive vocabulary task using the standardized subtests of EVALO 2-6 (Coquet et al.
2009) or BILO 3C (“Bilan Informatisé de Langage Oral pour le cycle 3 et le Collège”, Khomsi et al.
2007), two French language assessment batteries; and (e) a delayed post-test of DA. Three
trained experimenters (two master’s students and one doctoral student) administered the
protocol.

4.1.3. Tasks

• Standardized vocabulary tasks

The vocabulary tasks included the expressive vocabulary subtests of the EVALO 2-6
(Coquet et al. 2009) and the BILO 3C (Khomsi et al. 2007). It was necessary to administer
two different vocabulary tasks because of the wide age range of the children. For children
under 6 years of age, the “naming” task (short version) of the EVALO 2-6 was used. For
those over 6 years, the BILO 3C “lexicon in production” task was employed. For the EVALO
2-6 task, children had to name 40 pictures: four body parts, 28 objects, and eight actions.
Two points were accorded if the children produced the word, resulting in a maximum score
of 80. For the BILO 3C task, children had to name 39 pictures: 24 objects and 19 actions.
One point was attributed to each target word correct, resulting in a maximum score of 39
points. Standard scores were calculated in order to compare the results between groups.

• Dynamic assessment

The assessment was based on the same procedure as in Studies 1 and 2 with some
modifications: the number of presentations by the examiner and repetitions by the child
were increased and better controlled. Six objects and associated functions were created
to correspond to the six target non-words (see Appendix A). Twelve additional common
objects were also used as distractor items: duck, pen, glasses, snail, tomato, fish, scissors,
fork, butterfly, mushroom, car, balloon. Each object was represented by a card with its
picture. For the game, two puppets and a letter box were also used. The non-words were
/nefa/, /gopim/, /klipu/, /blodavo/, /mitapu/ and /zilobεf/, the same words as in
study 2, except /mitapu/ was employed instead of /pitapu/ due to the fact that /pitapu/
was often pronounced as /patapuf/ (a French word).
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This task was based on the DAPPLE posting game (Hasson et al. 2013). The child had
to help a stuffed animal send gifts to its friends on another planet. The first step was a
familiarization phase in which three novel objects were named three times and repeated
by the child one time. The semantic features of the objects were also described, as in this
example: “Here, it’s a /gopim/. Can you repeat this? Yes, a /gopim/. The /gopim/ is a sweet
fruit that grows on my planet”. During the teaching phase, a picture of each novel object
was presented to the child along with a picture of two known objects. The stuffed animal
asked the child to identify the target object (the novel object) that it wanted to send to its
friends. During this phase, the name of the target object was provided about 12 times by the
examiner and repeated three times by the child. This step was performed four times: once
for the three novel objects and once for a known object. Two different orders of presentation
for the non-words were proposed to control for primacy and recency effects during the
test phase. During post-tests, the examiner presented the three pictures representing the
novel objects that had been sent by the stuffed animal to its friends and asked the child to
name these objects (=phonological production), and to describe their function (=semantic
production). Following the phonological production post-test, for each incorrectly named
object, the examiner gave the correct name and asked the child to point to the correct
object (comprehension). The whole procedure was then repeated for the three other novel
objects. Delayed post-tests were conducted after the vocabulary task: the sister of the
puppet wanted to know which gifts had been sent. The six novel objects were presented,
and the child had to name them and provide their function, yielding production scores for
the delayed post-test. In the same way, the delayed comprehension score was obtained
after the naming of the unnamed objects.

• Scoring

For the phonological scores, each correctly produced non-word scored 3 points; an
incorrect production, in which one phoneme was omitted, substituted, or added, scored
2 points; an incorrect production in which two phonemes or a syllable were changed or
omitted, scored 1 point. The total phonological production score was 18. For the semantic
scores, key features were associated with each function (see Appendix A). If the key feature
(or an acceptable synonym) was included in the child’s description, one point was awarded.
Three non-words were associated with three key features and three were associated with
two key features yielding a total semantic score of 15. For the comprehension score, two
points were awarded when the non-word was correctly produced (since we assumed that
if the child could produce the word, s/he could also identify it), or when it was correctly
identified after naming. These scores were calculated for immediate and delayed post-tests.

• Raven’s matrices

Even if this task was proposed to control for the non-verbal abilities of the children and
to verify that there were no differences between groups, the Kruskal–Wallis test indicated
significant difference between the three groups (H (2,62) = 10.87, p = 0.004). Differences
were found between ML-CSL and ML-CTRL (U = 270, p = 0.01) and between ML-CSL and
BL-CTRL (U = 284, p = 0.009). The caseload group had lower standard scores than the two
control groups.

4.1.4. Data Analysis

Analyses were performed using R statistical software (R Core Team 2020). The in-
dependent variable was Group (ML-CTRL, BL-CTRL, and ML-CSL) and the dependent
variables were static and DA scores (phonological production, semantic production, and
comprehension scores on immediate and delayed post-tests). Because of the lack of a fourth
group of bilingual caseload children, we compared the groups two by two. To do this, we
performed non-parametric Mann–Whitney tests with Bonferonni correction for adjusting
p values to compare the results of the monolingual groups (CTRL vs CSL) and then the
control groups (ML and BL).
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4.2. Results

Table 6 displays results on the static and dynamic tasks for the three groups.

Table 6. Means (SD) of static and dynamic scores for the three groups—Study 3.

Groups ML-CTRL BL-CTRL ML-CSL

N 23 24 15

Static expressive vocabulary tasks (standard scores) 0.14 (0.74) −1.07 (1.43) −0.34 (1.12)

DA

Phonological
production (/18)

Immediate 5.78 (2.83) 5.29 (3.17) 3.93 (2.31)
Delayed 1.78 (2.41) 1.17 (1.90) 0.07 (0.26)

Semantic
production (/15)

Immediate 7.57 (2.21) 6.38 (2.52) 4.47 (2.85)
Delayed 7.65 (2.25) 6.25 (2.54) 4.67 (3.11)

Comprehension
(/12)

Immediate 9.30 (2.53) 8.92 (2.57) 8.13 (3.34)
Delayed 6.87 (3.76) 5.42 (3.56) 4.53 (2.33)

ML-CTRL = Monolingual Control; BL-CTRL = Bilingual Control; ML-CSL = Monolingual Caseload.

4.2.1. Monolingual Control and Caseload Groups

For the standard scores on the expressive vocabulary tasks (EVALO 2-6 and BILO
3C subtests), the Wilcox–Mann Whitney test indicated no significant difference between
monolingual CTRL and CSL groups (U = 124.5, p = 0.156).

For the phonological production subtest of the DA, there was a significant difference
between groups, in the immediate (U = 244, p = 0.03) and delayed post-tests (U = 241,
p = 0.01). The same results were obtained for the semantic production subtest, with a signifi-
cant difference between ML-CTRL and ML-CSL in the immediate (U = 278,
p = 0.002) and the delayed post-tests (U = 274.5, p = 0.002). In both cases, caseload
monolingual performed less well than control monolingual children. Nevertheless, in
the comprehension subtest, there was no difference between the two groups (U = 207.5,
p = 0.29 in immediate and U = 229, p = 0.09 in delayed post-tests).

4.2.2. Monolingual and Bilingual Control Groups

For the standard scores on all the expressive vocabulary tasks (EVALO 2-6 and BILO
3C subtests), the Wilcox–Mann Whitney test indicated a significant difference between
monolingual and bilingual CTRL groups (U = 123.5, p = 0.001), with bilinguals performing
less well than monolinguals.

For the phonological production subtests, there was no significant difference between
groups, in the immediate (U = 296, p = 0.67) and in the delayed post-tests (U = 307, p = 0.46).
For the semantic production subtests, however, a significant difference was found between
ML-CTRL and BL-CTRL in the delayed (U = 373, p = 0.038) but not in the immediate
post-test (U = 355.5, p = 0.09). For the comprehension subtests, there were no differences
between the two control groups (in the immediate, U = 292, p = 0.72, and in the delayed
post-tests, U = 336.5, p = 0.19).

Since our analyses indicated some differences between the monolingual and bilingual
controls, we investigated whether type of bilingualism (i.e., simultaneous or consecutive)
played a role. We, therefore, performed multiple Wilcoxon comparisons between these
three groups. For the static tasks, consecutive bilinguals performed less well than the two
other groups (U = 12.5, p < 0.001 with ML-CTRL; U = 3.5, p < 0.001 with SBL-CTRL). For
semantic production in the delayed post-test, Figure 1 compares the results of the three
control groups alongside the caseload group. Wilcoxon pairwise comparison indicated a sig-
nificant difference between consecutive bilingual children and the two other control groups
(U = 43.5, p = 0.003 with ML-CTRL; U = 27, p = 0.03 with SBL-CTRL), with consecutive
bilinguals performing less well.
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4.3. Discussion

The goal of the third study was to make additional modifications to our dynamic word
learning task and to test its validity with monolingual and bilingual control and caseload
children. We assumed that the caseload group would have poorer results on DA than the
control group. Unfortunately, due to unforeseen circumstances we were not able to recruit
a bilingual caseload group. We found that monolingual caseload children performed less
well than monolingual controls both for phonological and semantic production, which
is consistent with our hypothesis. Moreover, we did not find any differences between
monolingual and bilingual control children in phonological production. However, we did
find differences in delayed semantic production. As indicated in Figure 1, this difference
resulted from the poorer performance by the consecutive bilingual children, while the
simultaneous bilingual control children patterned similarly to the monolingual controls.
As is the case with a standardized vocabulary task, the recall of semantic features in the
DA appeared to penalize at least some of the bilingual children. We hypothesize that for
consecutive bilinguals, it is more difficult to understand, store, and retrieve the definition
of the word because they have had less exposure to the language. Indeed, we found that
delayed semantic production was correlated with duration of exposure to French2. Finally,
we did not find any significant differences between groups for comprehension.

Although the phonological production task served its purposes in that it distinguished
between monolingual control and caseload children and it did not distinguish between
monolingual and bilingual control groups, it was nevertheless subject to floor effects,
particularly in the delayed post-test. Even in the immediate post-test, children were able to
produce only 0 to 4 words, with a mean of less than 2 words. In this study, we proposed
two different orders of presentation of non-words in the learning phases. We looked at
whether this influenced the immediate phonological production of words and we found
that when the word appeared last, it was better recalled than when it appeared first or
second3. Phonological production is, therefore, difficult and shows a recency effect, i.e.,
the last learned element is better recalled. This effect was not found in delayed post-tests
whereby the mean number of words recalled for each group decreased sharply showing
a significant “forgetting” effect. These effects did not appear for semantic production:
key features were not better recalled for the last learned words, and the mean score was
maintained between the immediate and delayed post-test for each group.

Regarding the difference found on the standard scores of the Raven’s between the
caseload and the two other control groups, we found that three caseload children and one
monolingual control child had a standard score below −1.6. We conducted an analysis
without these children and still found a significant difference between the ML-CSL and
the ML-CTRL groups4. Some studies have shown that children with DLD have poorer
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performance on nonverbal tasks than age-matched TD peers (Leonard 2014) and, in the
actual definition of DLD (Bishop et al. 2017), nonverbal delays are no longer an exclusionary
criterion for a DLD diagnosis.

In sum, we found that, for monolingual children, phonological and semantic produc-
tion of novel words discriminate control and caseload groups, which were encouraging
results. The main limitation of this third study was the lack of a bilingual caseload group,
which could be compared to the bilingual control children. Nevertheless, we found no
differences between monolingual and bilingual control groups on phonological production.
We did, however, find differences between consecutive bilingual and other control children
on delayed semantic production, indicating that some features of our semantic task penal-
ized at least some of the bilingual children. Other authors have reported word learning
differences between bilinguals and monolinguals (Alt et al. 2013, 2019).

5. General Discussion

We designed this series of studies with the aim of creating a dynamic word learning
task that could distinguish TD and DLD—monolingual and bilingual—children. The ul-
timate goal was to develop a diagnostic tool that SLTs could use with bilingual children
in a single session. We created three dynamic tasks in which children had to learn the
phonological form of non-words and their semantic features and to recall them on immedi-
ate and delayed post-tests. These studies investigated whether phonological production,
semantic production, and comprehension could accurately distinguish caseload children,
i.e., children who were receiving speech-language therapy for DLD, and their control peers.
The DA tasks employed in the three studies were based on methodologies adopted by
Hasson et al. (2013) and Kapantzoglou et al. (2012) and included graduated prompting
and test-teach-retest formats.

The first study compared TD monolingual and bilingual children on both static and
dynamic measures. We found significant differences between monolinguals and bilinguals
on the static measures but no differences between the two groups on the dynamic measures,
consistent with previous research that indicates that standardized vocabulary tasks penalize
bilingual children, and that DA is a promising way to assess bilingual children (Camilleri
and Law 2007; Peña et al. 2001). The second study compared the DA results of bilingual
children who were receiving speech-language therapy for DLD (caseload group) with those
who were not (control group). We observed some trends in the data that suggested that the
caseload children performed less well than the control children; nevertheless, the results
did not reach significance. The third study combined features of the first two by comparing
the performance of monolingual and bilingual—control and caseload—children on both
static and dynamic measures. The static measures did not distinguish between monolingual
caseload and control groups and, furthermore, penalized the bilingual children. In contrast,
the dynamic measure was effective in distinguishing control and caseload monolingual
groups (we did not test bilingual caseload children) and did not discriminate between
monolingual and bilingual control groups with the exception of the semantic production
task, a point which we will discuss below.

If we consider the component of word learning requiring the child to produce the
phonological form of the word, we found that monolingual children in the control group
performed better than those in the caseload group. This result agrees with findings that
DLD children require more exposures to each word to reach the same learning criterion
level as their peers (Alt and Plante 2006; Gray 2004; Gray et al. 2012). In our studies, all
children were exposed to similar degrees of exposure to each word, which explains why
caseload children had lower scores than control children. Nevertheless, even our control
children obtained poor overall results on production scores. Learning three to six new
words in a single session is, thus, a difficult task even for TD children. Our task results
indeed indicate floor effects in the phonological production subtest and ceiling effects in
the comprehension subtest. Such findings are well known and other researchers have
reported that production is more challenging than comprehension (Gray 2004). Gray et al.
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(2020) suggest that the differences between production and comprehension are due to task
demands related to the robustness of underlying representations. For comprehension, the
phonological representation of the word is provided, and the child only has to activate the
link with the semantic representation. However, for production, the child has to recall the
phonological representation to produce the form of the words. Representations and links
must, therefore, be stronger to succeed in the production task.

If we focus on the component of word learning involving recall of semantic features,
we found that monolingual control children also performed better than caseload children.
Other researchers have reported that DLD children struggle not only with the learning of
the phonological form but also with learning of semantic features (Alt and Plante 2006).
However, our study showed that consecutive bilingual control children also struggle with
the learning of semantic features. In Study 2, no difference was found between control
and caseload consecutive bilingual children, and in Study 3, consecutive bilingual children
had lower scores than monolingual and simultaneous bilingual children on the delayed
semantic production post-test. We interpret the low scores on semantic feature recall by
the CBL children to reflect the same sort of difficulty they experience on standardized
vocabulary tasks. Due to reduced exposure to the L2, they have less robust semantic repre-
sentations than their monolingual and SBL control peers. Their less developed semantic
knowledge penalizes them on standardized vocabulary tasks but also on short duration
dynamic measures, such as the ones developed in our studies. We still consider recall
of semantic features to be an important component of word learning; however, future
revisions to our DA will need to carefully select semantic features so as not to disadvantage
the CBL children. We acknowledge that our findings to date have been relatively modest
concerning the ability of our word learning tasks to discriminate between TD and DLD
children, a finding that has been noted in other studies (Gray et al. 2012; Kapantzoglou
et al. 2012). The main explanation for the non-significant difference between caseload
and control groups on word learning tasks is the large overlap in scores: some caseload
children perform well in word learning and some control children do not. Moreover, the
cognitive demands of the word learning task are highly sensitive to methodological varia-
tions. Indeed, many factors influence word learning and it is important to control all of
these factors. Word characteristics (i.e. phonotactic probability, neighborhood density, etc.),
referent characteristics (i.e. concrete or not, familiar or not, etc.), learner characteristics (age,
SES, bilingualism), the learning situation (implicit or explicit, etc.), the number of words
to be learned, the number of distractors present during learning trials, and the balance
between teaching and testing all impact on word learning (Gray et al. 2012). This study
took into consideration many of these factors, but not all of them. Furthermore, some of the
factors were different between our three studies (e.g., the nature of the referent, the learning
situation, the number of words), which may have led to different results. Modifications
to the task and a larger sample size are, thus, needed to examine more accurately group
differences between TD and DLD children. Finally, another limitation was the wide age
ranges of children across studies. Study 1 was characterized by children aged 4 to 6 years,
Study 2 by children aged 4 to 8 years, and Study 3 by children aged 4 to 9 years. So, age
range increased across studies. We ensured that the mean age of groups was comparable
within a study; however, we did not consider the age range differences across studies:
indeed, word learning at age 4 may involve different processes than word learning at age
8–9. In future studies, we will focus our efforts on a narrower age range of children so
as to delineate the word learning processes specific to that group of children. Moreover,
within studies, although the mean age did not differ between groups, the age range was
sometimes quite different, and these subtle differences may have influenced the results,
particularly in Studies 1 and 2. For example, in Study 2, there were older children in the
caseload than in the control group. So, it is possible that caseload children had higher
scores, which could have contributed to the lack of difference in DA scores between the
two groups.
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6. Conclusions

Even if our results to date are relatively modest concerning the ability of our word
learning tasks to differentiate TD and DLD bilingual children, we are convinced of the
importance of developing alternative approaches to assess the lexical skills of bilingual
children. Indeed, the drawback of standardized vocabulary tasks for use with bilingual
children were clearly evident in the current study. Presently, we are working on developing
tasks with other word learning methodologies such as shared storybook reading (Burton
and Watkins 2007; Flack et al. 2018) and word retrieval during the learning process (Leonard
et al. 2021) to increase the number of words learned and recalled by children. Our ultimate
aim is to create a dynamic word learning task that can be administered in a single session,
and that can aid in the diagnosis of children with DLD. This type of task could then
be employed by French-speaking SLTs who still lack effective tools to diagnosis DLD in
bilingual children (Delage et al. 2021; Stanford et al. Forthcoming).
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Table A1. Characteristics of the Non-Words (Phonetic Form and Syllabic Structure) and Novel Objects
(Description and Semantic Features) for the Three Studies.
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Two taped toothbrushes, with 

eyeglass stems and a flashing red 
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stars and a black ribbon. 
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quickly. 
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CV CV CV 
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Modified stuffed rabbit with 

sewn-on ears and a cotton wing 

added to the back. 

Pet made of clouds. 
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CV CV CV 

Plastic box decorated with flames 

and colored pendants. 
Heats food in a second. 
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Binoculars with yellow glasses 

and earplug antennas. 
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Hairbrush without the spikes. To style your hair. 

Study 3 

 

/blodavo/ CCV CV CV 

Black tray containing a blue ball 

topped by a cylinder, a blue stone, 

and small balls of modeling clay. 

Machine that turns 

pebbles into candy. 

 

/zilobεf/ CV CV CVC 
Soap pusher, with dough balls 

and a fringed key ring. 
Tickling machine. 

/nefa/ CV CV Ball of fabric in the shape of a
stone. To wash.
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silver stars and a black ribbon.

Teleporter to move to the
desired location very quickly.
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Plastic box decorated with
flames and colored pendants. Heats food in a second.
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versus recommended guidelines. Language, Speech, and Hearing Services in Schools 38: 190–200. https://doi.org/10.1044/0161-

1461(2007/020). 

(Camilleri and Law 2007) Camilleri, Bernard, and James Law. 2007. Assessing children referred to speech and language therapy: 

Static and dynamic assessment of receptive vocabulary. Advances in Speech Language Pathology 9: 312–22. 

https://doi.org/10.1080/14417040701624474. 

(Campione and Brown 1987) Campione, Joseph C., and Ann L. Brown. 1987. Linking dynamic assessment with school achievement. 

In Dynamic Assessment: An Interactional Approach to Evaluating Learning Potential. Edited by Carol S. Lidz. New York: Guilford 

Press, pp. 82–115.  

/nefa/ CV CV
Two wooden logs assembled

by a ring of modeling clay,
overhung by a lid.

To take photos at night.

The underlined words are the target words expected on the semantic production post-tests.

Notes
1 “Head Start is a federally-funded program in the United States that provides preschool services to children from families living

in poverty.” (Hammer et al. 2008).
2 Spearman’s rank correlation between delayed semantic production and duration of exposition: r (60) = 0.43, p < 0.001.
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3 Results of Mann–Whitney between versions of order presentation for /mitapu/: U = 285.5, p = 0.002284; /blodavo/: U = 815, p <
0.001; /gopim/: U = 182.5, p < 0.001; and /klipu/: U = 121 840, p < 0.001.

4 Results of the Mann–Whitney test for RAVEN’ standard scores between ML-CSL and ML-CTRL groups with the exclusion of
children with standard scores below 1.6: U = 202, p = 0.039.
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